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PRESS RELEASE
HEALTHY LIGHT FOR CHILDREN
ES-SYSTEM DELIVERED LIGHT FOR AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN THE NETHERLANDS
ES-SYSTEM, the leading Polish company specializing in professional lighting, has delivered lighting equipment to the SWS
De Zoutkamperril elementary school in Zoutkamp in the Netherlands. 100% LED lighting was used to meet the
requirements of this project, as it ensures the maximum energy efficiency of the building thanks to the use of luminaires
of the highest quality that guarantee access to healthy light for the children attending the school. This is another of
numerous lighting projects at educational facilities that have been completed by ES-SYSTEM in Poland and abroad.
“Young people's proper development and health largely depend on the conditions in which they spend their time. That's why the
appropriate lighting in school classrooms where students learn affects their wellbeing, concentration and desire to learn. This improves their ability to focus on
their tasks, which translates into positive grades. Light, including artificial light,
affects human physiology and behavior in many ways. Western Europe relies on
healthy light because prevention is better than the eventual necessity to cure
illnesses caused by spending time in unfavorable conditions,” said Rafał Gawrylak,
President of ES-SYSTEM.

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES IN A STATE-OF-THE-ART SCHOOL
ES-SYSTEM delivered lighting to the SWS De Zoutkamperril elementary
school in Zoutkamp in the Netherlands. The company equipped the school
with energy-saving lighting with 100% LED technology. Some of the
luminaires used included: COSMO FX, LUNA, CANOS and BERSO, which
Picture: SWS De Zoutkamperril elementary school in proved to be a perfect fit for the state-of-the-art building.
Zoutkamp in the Netherlands with lighting by ES-SYSTEM.
“The proper selection of lighting for educational facilities is a crucial
element in caring for health in society. All ES-SYSTEM products have the appropriate certificates that guarantee the buyer
the highest quality, convenient and safe lighting, while ensuring low operating costs. Money spent on of this type of lighting
pays for itself in full within a year and a half to several years,” said the President of ES-SYSTEM.
COSMO FX is a series of versatile luminaires for general lighting with easy maintenance and increased resistance to adverse
environmental conditions. Thanks to being optimized for LED technology, these products achieve better parameters than
those sold by competitive manufacturers, despite their compact size and low weight. COSMO FX is the perfect solution for
many lighting applications: from apartments and office buildings to schools and industrial halls.
The LUNA LED luminaire offers unlimited design possibilities because it can be manufactured in any shape and size. This
makes the system suitable for use in modern interiors, giving them an exceptional character. The luminaire is made of a
non-toxic and non-flammable material, which additionally guarantees safety and comfort to people in the illuminated
interiors. As for BERSO LED, it’s a luminaire meant for use in educational facilities, characterized by a very low glare rating
(UGR).
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ES-SYSTEM S.A. is the largest Polish company in the lighting sector in the section of
professional lighting technology for constructions: general, architectural, residential,
industrial, specialist and exterior. The Company forms specialist Capital Group with its
own three production plants. The Group determines direction of the branch’s
development in the areas of innovatory technological solutions, energy saving and
design. For the last few years ES-SYSTEM has been recording a double digit increase in
income along with distinct improvement of profitability ratios at the same time.
Development strategy of the Group assumes strengthening the position of the national
leader in the sector and dynamic increase in export sales on the EU market and other
highly developed countries.
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